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SUBJECT: OKBOMB; ESD; MAJOR CASE 117; OO: OKLAHOMA CITY.

REFERENCE CINCINNATI TELETYPE DATED 1/2/96, CAPTIONED
"MILITIA INFORMATION; DOMESTIC SECURITY/ TERRORISM (DS/T) -
BOMBROB; BR(A); OO: OMAHA": (S).

PRIOR BUREAU COMMUNICATION STATED THAT SEVERAL COMMON
CHARACTERISTICS UTILIZED BY THE ROBBERS IN THE BOMBROB INVESTIGATION INCLUDED THE USE OF SPANISH TERMINOLOGY AND THE RENTING OF GETAWAY VEHICLES IN THE NAMES OF PROMINENT FBI OFFICIALS. ALSO POINTED OUT WAS THE POSSIBILITY THAT ONE OF THE ROBBERS MAY HAVE HAD PRIOR MILITARY LAW ENFORCEMENT OR EXPLOSIVES TRAINING.

IN REFERENCED TELETYPPLE, A CINCINNATI CW WHO KNOWS TO THE ARYAN NATIONS (AN), CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST CHRISTIAN, HAYDEN LAKE, ID (100A-SU-9595), STATED THAT WAS A WHO IN EXPERTISE, ALSO POSSESSED KNOWLEDGE OF AND IS KNOWN TO PROVIDE SUCH TRAINING TO AN MEMBERS DURING ANNUAL AN CONGRESS SESSIONS HELD IN HAYDEN LAKE.

CW RECALLED THAT, APPROXIMATELY THREE YEARS AGO WHILE HE WAS IN THE HOME OF ONE WHO IN A TELEPHONE CALL FROM WHO INFORMED THAT HE WAS, AT THAT TIME, IN THE STATE OF VERMONT AND HAD JUST COMPLETED COMPILING A LIST OF NAMES OF CW CONTINUED THAT THIS INFORMATION WAS CONFIRMED BY AN HEAD PASTOR RICHARD BUTLER APPROXIMATELY 13 MONTHS AGO. IS KNOWN TO THE FBI AS AN
ATTORNEY WHO REPRESENTS RADICALLY CONSERVATIVE INDIVIDUALS/ MOVEMENTS AND IS THE OF WHO REPRESENTS THE C.A.U.S.E. FOUNDATION, WHICH HAS AN AFFILIATION.

IN EARLY 1995, CW AND AT THEIR PROPERTY AND SAW SEVERAL PLASTIC FOLDERS CONTAINING AUDIO TAPES LABELED "LEARNING SPANISH". TOLD CW THAT HE WAS LEARNING SPANISH AND THAT IT WAS IMPORTANT TO KNOW OTHER LANGUAGES.

WHILE THERE IS NO EVIDENCE TO DIRECTLY LINK TO THE BOMBROB INCIDENTS, IT WOULD APPEAR POSSIBLE THAT COULD HAVE KNOWLEDGE AND/OR CONSPIRATORIAL INPUT INTO SUCH CRIMINAL ACTIVITY.

INFORMATION HAS ALSO BEEN RECEIVED THROUGH THE SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER (SPLC) THAT ONE, AKA TELEPHONE CALL FROM TIMOTHY McVEIGH, ON OR ABOUT 4/17/95, TWO DAYS PRIOR TO THE OKBOMB ATTACK, WHEN, PER A SOURCE OF THE SPLC, WAS IN THE WHITE SUPREMacist COMPpound AT , OK. ALLEGEDLY HAS HAD A LENGTHY RELATIONSHIP WITH TIMOTHY McVEIGH, ONE OF TWO INDICTED OKBOMB DEFENDANTS. THE SOURCE OF THE SPLC

PRIOR OKBOMB INVESTIGATION DETERMINED THAT MCVEIGH HAD PLACED A TELEPHONE CALL TO ELOHIM CITY ON 4/5/95, A DAY THAT HE WAS BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN ATTEMPTING TO RECRUIT A SECOND CONSPIRATOR TO ASSIST IN THE OKBOMB ATTACK. THE OKBOMB COMMAND POST IS ATTEMPTING TO VERIFY THE VERSION OF EVENTS AS SET FORTH BY THE SOURCE AND TO DEVELOP FURTHER INFORMATION.

THE ABOVE IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES.
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